
Did you know that surveyors use 
Virtual Reality Tech in their 
job? Spot the surveyors in the 

underground. Through their 
headsets they can s� where 

the new staircase wi� be 
positioned on the platform.

1. Did you know that without a surveyor, 
cities wouldn't be built? Can you spot 
all the surveyors in London?

2. There are 3 different types of survey 
targets around the city. What do you 
think they are used for and can you 
find them all? 

3. Something has happened to 
The Queen’s Guard’s rifles. They are 
now GNSS units and collect data 
from dozens of satellites in space. 
Can you spot them?

4. Surveyors use laser scanners to make 
3D models. Can you spot the Laser 
Scanner that's being used to make a 3D 
Model of the London Souvenirs? 

5. Hydrographic surveyors use GNSS, 
sonar and LiDAR technology in their 
work to locate features above and 
below water. Can you find the TWO 
teams performing hydrographic 
surveys?

6. Did you know surveyors use high-tech 
equipment to keep an eye on buildings 
in cities so that they don't collapse? 
This is called Monitoring. Can you spot 
the equipment used for it? 
(Clue: Look on the top of the buildings)

7. Did you know surveying is one of the 
few professions that allow you to fly 
Drones in the city? Can you spot the 
different ones in London?FIND

IT...
FIND
IT...

Find the answers atwww.getkidsintosurvey.com

Did you know that surveyors
utiliSe a c�l t�l ca�ed Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) to "s�" 

things underground? In with the 
worms and tu�els are various city 

utilities and cables that can't be s�n 
above ground. 

Can you find the surveyor and her 
ye�ow "lawn mower" unit?

#GetKidsintoSurvey have a clear mission - to educate and excite the next generation of surveyors 
through fun and educational content, material and media. Thank you to our Brand Sponsors, Brand 
Ambassadors and our wider community thats you too, for supporting our mission all over the world.

To find out more, visit www.getkidsintosurvey.com


